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A suboptimality test for two person

zero sum Markov games

by

Dieter Reetz and Jan van der Wal

Abstract. This paper presents a games version of the nonoptimality test given

by Hastings for Markov decision processes. A pure action will be eliminated

if compared to some randomized action it performs worse against any of the

opponents possible actions.

I .·Introduction and preliminaries

For Markov decision processes (~1DP) several authors have proposed tests to

eliminate suboptimal actions, a.o. [4,3,1,2J. In this note we give a test for

the elimination of suboptimal actions in two person zero sum Markov games with

finite state and action spaces.

Following the notation in [7J the Markov game is characterized by the state

space S := {1,2, .•• ,N}, for each state XES two finite nonempty sets of ac

tions Kx for player 1 (PI) and Lx for P2' and if in state x actions k and £

are taken, an immediate payoff from P
2

to PI r(x,k,£) and transition probabi

lities p(y/x,k,£), yES. We assume I p(y!x,k,£) < 1 for all x, k and £.
yES

As criterion we use total expected rewards. Shapley [6J showed that this game

has a value, which we will denote by v*, as well as optimal stationary stra

tegies.

A policy f for PI specifies the probabili,ties f(x,k) by which action k is ta

ken in state x. The randomized action in state x is denoted by f(x).
NIn order to simplify the expressions in the remainder we define for all VER ,

x, k and £

r(x,k,£,v) := r(x,k,£) + I p(Ylx,k,t)v(y) •
yES

Let {v } be determined by the standard successive approximation method andn
A , ~n' a and b be defined as follows (cf. [7J)n n n

A := min (v - vn- l ) (x)n
XES n

~n := max (v - v 1)(X)
XES n ~
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max I p(y Ix,k, £) if A < 0 ,
x,k,9. yES n

a :=
n min I p(y!x,k,9.) if A ?:: 0

x,k,~ yES n

max I p(y Ix,k, £) if 11n ?:: 0

b := x-J-k, ~ yES
n

min L p(y!x,k,9.) if 11 < 0 .
x,k,~ yES n

And let fn be an optimal policy for PI ~n the I-stage game with terminal

payoff v I' i.e.n-

min
9.ELx

L
kEK

x

f (x,k)t(x,k,~,v 1) =
n n-

v (x),
n

XES •

An action k
O

E Kx will be called suboptimal at stage n if no optimal policy

f n , satisfying the equality above, can have fn(x,kO) > O. An action kO E Kx
is called suboptimal if no optimal strategy f*(oo), thus satisfying

min
~EL

x

* * *f (x,k)t(x,k,9.,v ) = v (x), XES

*can have f (x,kO) > O.

In the next section we present a test for eliminating actions for one or more

stages which is a straightforward extension to Markov games of tests of Hubner

[3J, Hastings [IJ, Hastings and van Nunen [2J proposed for MDP.

2. The suboptimality test

First we prove an auxilary result which says when it is possible to eliminate

ac tions.

Lemma I. Let v E]RN be given arbitrarily. And let there exist a probability

distribution f(x) on Kx with f(x,kO) = 0, and

I f(x,k)t(x,k,t,v) > t(x,kO'9.,v)
kEKx

for all tELx

Then action kO is suboptimal in the I-stage game with terminal payoff v.

Proof. We will prove this

action for PI in the game

Now define the randomized

*by contradiction. Let f (x) be an optimal randomized

above with f*(x,k
O

) > O.

action f(x) by



~

f(x,kO) = 0

f(x,k) = f*(x,k)
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* -+ f (x,kO)f(x,k),

Then we have for all l E Lx

I
kEK

x

~

f(x,k)t(x,k,~,v) =

I
kEKx

*f (x,k)t(x,k,l,v) .

.. * *But this contradicts the opt~mahty of f (x), hence f (x,kO) = 0 for all op-

timal f*(x). I.e. kO is suboptimal in the I-stage game with terminal payoff v.

o
Now we can formulate the suboptimality test. Define yn(x,kO) by

f (x,k)t(x,k,t,v 1) - t(x,kO,l,v I)J .n n- n-

Now we may prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. (cf.

stage n + m.

[2 J) •
n+m-I

L
JI,=n

00

L (l1Q,b t - AQ,aQ,) > 0 then action kO is suboptimal ~n the
t=n

'!"-stage game.

Proof.

i) L
kEK

x

L
kEK

x

L
kEK

x

f (x,k)t(x,k,~,v 1) - t(x,kO'£'v 1) =n n+m- n+m-

f (x,kHt(x,k,Q"v ) - t(x,k,,Q,,v I)J - [t(x,kO',Q"v ) - t(x,kO',Q"v 1)]n n n-· n n-

... + L
kEKx

f (x,k)[t(x,k,t,v 1) - t(x,k,Q"v 2)J - [t(x,kO',Q"v + 1)-n n+m- n+m-n m-
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~ Yn(x,kO) + a A - b ~ +... + a IA 1 - b l~ 1 > 0 •n n n n n+m- n+m- n+m- n+m-

Hence with lennna I kO is suboptimal at stage n+m.

ii) From i) with m ~ 00.

As we do not know a£, b£, A£ and ~£ 1n advance there are two possible ways

of using this test.

i) Eliminate action kO for as many stages as is possible at stage n. This

means that kO is eliminated at stage n until stage n +m where m is the

largest integer (possibly 00) for which

o

n+m-lI (b£+l-n - a£+I-nA ) > 0
n ~n n n

£=n

£+I-n £+I-n,
(where we use bn Pn - an An ?:: b£~JI, - aJl,A£) •

ii) Eliminate kO for one stage (if possible) after which you test whether it

can be eliminated for another state in such a way that an action elimina

ted at stage n will return at stage n+m where m is the first integer for

which

n+m-I
I

£=n

3. Some final remarks

i) If we apply the suboptimality test we get exactly the same successive

approximations v as in algorithm without the test (cf. Karlin [4J, pp.
n

38-39) •

ii) In the preceding sections we only treated the suboptimality test for ac

tions of PI but the case for Pz is completely symmetric.

iii) The test can be used also in other successive approximation algorithms,

for example Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel (in this case the definitions of an and

b must be adapted, cf. [7J).
n

iv) If at stage nO action £0 E Lx is eliminated for all future iterations

then in the definition of Yn(x,kO), n > no we can take the minimum over

£ # £0 instead of JI, E Lx.

v) In the test for suboptimality at stage n the assumption I p(y!x,k,£) < I
yES

plays no role at all, so this test can be used also in the finite hori-

zon and average reward cases.
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